
Hansen & Quinn: Unit 1, Exercises (pp36–7) 
 

Exercise I 
 
1). Homer educates the man/person. 
2). The brother of Homer (Homer's brother) educates the man/person. 
3). The man/person educates Homer. 
4). Homer educates the men/people. 
5). Homer educates the men/people in the marketplace. 
6). The brother of Homer (Homer's brother) educates the men/people, (the ones) in the marketplace. 
7). In the marketplaces, Homer educates the souls of (the) men/people (men's/people's souls) by/with the/his 

books. 
8). The god sends a gift for/with/to/by the brother of Homer (Homer's brother) into the land. 
9). (O) Homer, the goddess is sending gifts/bribes for/to the men/people in the land. 
10). The brother of the man/person (The man's/person's brother) is sending the gifts/bribes of the gods (the 

gods' gifts/bribes) out of the/his house into the islands. 
11). The man/person on the island sends the/his brothers into battle. 
12). The brother, (the one) of Homer (Homer's brother) is sending a book from/out of the marketplace into 

the island. 
13). The brother is sending gifts/bribes, (namely) (the) books, (the ones) of Homer (Homer's books), into the 

homes of the men/people (the men's/people's homes). 
14). In the/his house, the man/person teaches the/his brother by/with word and (by/with) deed. 
15). The man/person teaches the/his brothers by/with (both) word and (by/with) deed. 
16). (O) brother, even/also in battle the god teaches the men, (namely) the brothers of Homer (Homer's 

brothers). 
17). (O) gods, Homer teaches the men/people, (namely) those on the roads, by/with words. 
18). Homer sends (the) gifts/bribes to/for/by men/people by/with/on the road, (namely the one) out of the 

marketplace, into the land. 
19). Homer even/also educates the/his brother by/with skill/art. 
20). Homer educates his/the brother in the skill/art by/with a book. 
21). Homer teaches his/the brother the skill by/with books. 
22). The god sends (his) words into the souls of the men/people (men's/people's souls). 
 
Exercise II 
 
1). ı yeÚw toÁw ényr≈pouw paideÊei. 
2). ı ênyrvpow tÚn toË ÑOmÆrou édelfÚn efiw tØn égor*ån p°mpei. 
3). (Œ) ênyrvpe, ı édelfÚw (ı) toË ÑOmÆrou d«ron §k t∞w nÆsou to›w yeo›w p°mpei. 
4). ı ÜOmhrow to›w lÒgoiw toÁw édelfoÁw (toÁw) §n ta›w nÆsoiw paideÊei. 


